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Verbal forms in Arabic: Another case for C/T-v relation
Abstract
Certain morphological markers, such as -u and -a below, that verbs carry have been a mystery in
Arabic linguistics.
a.

yuriid-u
al-raiisu
an
3sm.love-ind
the-president
that
‘The president wants to step down’

yarHal-a
3sm.leave-subj

This paper argues that these morphological markers are manifestation of the valued version of an
unvalued interpretable feature on C/T (assuming feature inheritance), dubbed [uTense], valued
by Agree with v. The paper also shows that being a formal feature on C, [uTense] seems to
exhibit seems to exhibit the three feature transfer possibilities, namely DONATE, KEEP and
SHARE (Ouali 2008).
Key words: Arabic, mood paradigm, feature sharing, feature inheritance, Tense
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Introduction

It is a fact that in many languages, Infl-elements such as tense, aspect, mood, etc. are realized
morphologically on the verb. In addition to agreement affixes, there are certain suffixes that
appear on verbs in Arabic. These suffixes are -u, -a and -Ø. The syntax of these suffixes has
always been mysterious. In spite of the controversy, these are commonly called ‘mood markers’,
denoting Indicative, Subjunctive and Jussive moods, respectively.
In this paper, however, these ‘moods’ will be called verbal forms, following Al-Balushi
(2011), for reasons that will become clear below. Notwithstanding, I will continue, for
expository purposes, to use ‘indicative’, ‘subjunctive’ and ‘jussive’ to refer to the different
verbal forms, and ind, subj, and juss to refer to those morphological markers for expository
purposes. Anticipating the discussion, it will be argued below that these markers manifest one
more Infl-feature that appears morphologically on the verb, dubbed [uTense].
The paper begins, in section 2, with an overview of the different verbal forms, namely
Indicative, Subjunctive and Jussive, and their distribution. Specifically, we will consider the
different lexical items that may co-occur with each verbal form. In section 3, a review of earlier
analyses to these markers is presented. Section 4 spells out the Agree-based analysis proposed in
this paper. Section 5 considers certain related empirical issues. Section 6 discusses the
phenomenon of non-jussivizing elements in Arabic. The significance of this particular
phenomenon is that it, apparently, presents a potential threat to the analysis advocated in the
paper. However, it will turn out that the facts can be resolved in ways that are compatible with
the present approach. Section 7 shows how [uTense], being a formal feature, as proposed here,
gets involved in the feature inheritance system (Ouali 2008). Section 8 puts forward a related
minimalist inquiry. Section 9 closes the paper.
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Verbal forms in Arabic: Facts and distribution

Arabic verbs display mainly three verbal forms,1 depending on their morphological endings –
traditionally known as ‘moods’ (after Wright 1967). The three forms are: the indicative,
phonologically realized as -u; the subjunctive, realized as -a; and the jussive, phonologically
null.2 In this section, we will consider the contexts in which the different verbal forms appear,
and the elements that may co-occur with them.
2.1 Subjunctivizing elements
Let us look at the lexical items that may co-occur with the subjunctive verbal form. Recall that
the subjunctive verbal form is generally realized as -u, unless some phonologically-driven
change takes place.
(a)

an

an, as opposed to anna, is assumed to be a complementizer that introduces non-finite clauses
(Fassi Fehri 1993, among many others). It selects for a subjunctive verbal form. Finiteness is
used here in a deictic temporal sense.
(1)

a. araada
al-rai’isu
an
wanted.3sm
the-president
to3
‘The president wanted to step down.’
b. yuriid-u
al-rai’isu
an
3sm.want-ind
the-president to
‘The president wants to step down.’

yarHal-a
3sm.leave-subj
yarHal-a
3sm.leave-subj

In the sentences above, temporal interpretation of the embedded clause is dependent on that of
the matrix clause. Thus in (1a) the president’s desiring to step down is understood to have taken
place in the past (which is no longer the case now). The following sentence confirms this
reading.
(2)

araada
wanted.3sm
laakinna

al-rai’is
an
yarHal-a
the-president
to
3sm.leave-subj
amriika
mana’at-hu

al-sanata
the-year

al-maaDiyata
the-last

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1

"Excluded here are verbal forms like the energetic, which I believe, are built on the ‘main’ forms discussed in the
text."
2
There are variants to these forms. For example, if the verb ends in a long vowel, then the indicative marker is na/ni
rather than u; and the subjunctive in this case is null, instead of -a. I will not get into the details of these variants, nor
shall I attempt an account for them. These facts seem to be phonologically driven – a topic which is obviously
beyond the scope of this paper.
3
There is almost a general agreement that an is a complementizer (e.g. Fassi Fehri 1993; Benmamoun 2000;
Shlonksy 1997, among others), and therefore is glossed as ‘that’ in the literature. See, however, Saeed (2011), who
conjectures that an is a “functional particle”, rather than a complementizer. We will see below that there are two
types of an, one that is a C, and is rightly glossed as ‘that’ and another, the one we have here in the text, which
should be analyzed as a T-element, and, therefore, be glossed as ‘to’. I will continue to gloss an as ‘to’, unless
specified.
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but
America
stopped-him
‘The president wanted to step down last year, but America stopped him’
In (1b), in contrast, the embedded clause is interpreted in the habitual or progressive,4 because
the main verb in the matrix clause is in the imperfective. The following pair makes this clear.
(3)

a. alraiis
yuriid-u
the-president 3sm.want-ind
shaba-hu yamnau-hu
people-his 3.stop.pm-him

daaiman an
always
to
lianna-hum
because-they

yarHal-a
3sm.leave-subj
yuhibbuna-hu
3.love.pm-him

laakinna
but

‘The president always wants to step down, but his people stop him because they
love him.’
b. al-raiis
yuriid-u
an
the-president
3sm.want-subj
to
‘The president wants to step down now.’
(b)

yarHal-a
3sm.leave-subj

alaan
now

lan

lan is a lexical item that encodes both negation and futurity. Consider the example below.
(4)

lan
uqabil-a
Sadiqat-i
neg.fut
1s.meet-subj
friend.f-my
‘I will not meet my girlfriend tomorrow.’

Gadan
tomorrow

That the sentence above is compatible with a future temporal adverb, namely Gadan ‘tomorrow’,
shows that lan encodes future. And that lan also encodes negation is supported by the fact that
(5) is the affirmative counterpart of (4).
(5)

sawfa
uqaabil-u
Sadiqat-i
will
1s.meet-ind
friend.f-my
‘I will meet my girlfriend tomorrow.’

(d)

Optative Particles

Gadan
tomorrow

There are a number of particles that express purpose or wish, called ‘optatives’,5 These include:
li-, kay, likay, Hatta, fa- ‘to/in order to’. These particles select for a subjunctive verbal form.
(6)

iqra
kay/Hatta/litaktub-a
read
to2s.write-subj
‘Read in order to write good research.’

baHth
research

jayyed
good

2.2 Jussivizing elements
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
4

The reader is referred to Benmamoun (2000) for a discussion of the different uses of the imperfective. See also the
discussion above.
5
"The"term"is"taken"from"Ryding (2005)."
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(a)

lam

lam is a lexical item that encodes both negation as well as past tense. (7b) is the negative
counterpart of (7a). And the sentence’s compatibility with the past tense adverbial ams
‘yesterday’ indicates that the sentence is in the past. Finally, since the verb appears in the
imperfective, non-tensed form, then tense, past tense in particular, is encoded in lam.
(7)

a. maha zarat
umma-ha
Maha visited.3sf
mother-her
‘Maha visited her mother yesterday.’

ams
yesterday

b. maha lam
tazur-Ø
umm-ha
Maha neg.pst 3sf.visit-juss
mother-her
‘Maha did not visit her mother yesterday.’
(b)

ams
yesterday

lamma

lamma is a lexical element that encodes negation, past tense and perfectivity.
(8)

lamma
ya’uud-Ø
al-rajul-u.
neg.pst.yet
3sm.return-juss
the-man-Nom
‘The man has not returned back yet.’

(c)

imperative morphemes

i.

li-

li- is a particle that denotes positive imperative.
(9)

li-taktub-Ø
al-waajib
impr-2.write-juss
the-homework
‘(you should) Write the homework.’

ii.

laa

laa is a negative imperative morpheme.
(10)

laa
taHzan-Ø
neg.impr
2.be.sad-juss
‘Don’t be sad.’

(d)

Conditional particles

Certain elements,6 which denote a conditional interpretation, also appear with the jussive verbal
form. The particles include: in ‘if’, iðma, ayyaana, aynamaa, Haythumaa ‘wherever’, man
‘who’, maa ‘what’, mahma ‘whatever’, mataa, annaa ‘when’, kayfamaa ‘however’, ayy
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
6

There are other conditional particles that do not select for the jussive verbal form; they co-occur with the indicative
form. These are discussed in section 2.5 below.
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‘which(ever). It should be noted that these conditional particles require that the two verbs, in the
conditional and result clauses, be in the jussive.
(11) in tuðakir-Ø,
tanjaH-Ø
if 2.study-juss, 2.pass-Juss
“If you study, you will pass.”
2.3 The indicative7
Strictly speaking, there are no specific elements that subcategorize for the indicative verbal form.
Traditionally, the indicative is assumed to be the default verbal form:8 it appears in the absence
of a subjunctivizing or jussivizing element (Wright 1967; Fassi Fehri 1993; Benmamoun 2000;
Soltan 2007; Al-Balushi 2011). For instance, the indicative occurs with the complementizer anna
or in the absence of an overt complementizer.
3

Previous attempts

There have generally been three approaches to the morphological markers that identify the
different verbal forms. The first approach looks at these as the realization of a verbal Case, i.e.,
Case assigned to verbs, on a par with nouns. This has been the view held by traditional Arab
grammarians, and recently revived in Al-Balushi (2011). The second approach, which is
prevalent in the literature, analyzes them as mood markers, introduced in Wright (1967), and
found in Shlonsky (1997), Fassi Fehri (2012), Ryding (2005) and, reluctantly, Benmamoun
(2000)9, among others. The third approach adopts a formal view and considers these markers to
be the realization of a formal feature that undergoes feature checking/valuation in a particular
configuration (Fassi Fehri 1993; Soltan 2007; Pesetsky and Torrego 2001, 2004, 2007 and
Biberauer and Roberts 2010).
3.1 V-Case based approaches
3.1.1 Traditional grammar
Traditional Arab Grammarians identified three types of verbal forms: maaDi, amr and muDaari.
maaDi is derived from the root <mDa>, encoding the meaning of ‘past happening’. For instance,
we say ali maDaa ‘Ali went/has gone’. Accordingly, the verb (form) is said to be past if it
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
7

Examples for the indicative verbal form would be like the following.
(i)
uHibb-u
al-Hayat
1s.love-ind
the-life
(ii)
inna-nii uHibb-u
al-Hayat
C -me 1s.love-ind the-life
“(Indeed,) I love life.”
(i) is a root clause, where C is null. (ii) is introduced by the complementizer inna. Notice the absence of a
subjunctivizer or jussivizer.
8
The question that arises here is: What licenses the so-called nominative Case, Damma,i.e., the indicative marker on
the verb? Standardly, it is assumed that the mere absence of a subjunctivizer or jussivizer is responsible for this
licensing. However, there are other approaches. For some, it is the prefix on the muDaari form, which usually stands
for Person; for others, it is the fact that the verb in such cases can be replaced by a noun, whereas it cannot be, if
preceded by a subjunctivizing or jussivizing element. See Hasan (1987) for an overview.
9
"Benmamoun (2000) remarks that these mood markers are not mood or modality related. But he continues to use the
terms, offering no account."
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expresses a past event or state. amr, the label of the second verbal form, literally ‘order’, refers to
the imperative.
The third category, which is the focus of the present paper, is called muDaari,10 literally
‘similar’ (e.g., Babti 1992). Verbs in this form are thought to be similar to nouns in that they
could carry the same morphological Case markers that nouns do. The following represents the
(nominal) Case system in Arabic.
(12)

(Nominal) Case system in Arabic
Nominative (-u)

Accusative (-a)

Genitive (-i)

al-walad-u

al-walad-a

al-walad-i

the-boy-Nom

the-boy-Acc

the-boy-Gen

The paradigm above presents the three Case markers that nominals may take in Arabic. The
markers are called Dammah, fatHah and kasrah, to refer to the nominative, accusative and
genitive Case, respectively. Now, it was observed that these Case markers might also appear on
the muDaari ‘imperfective’ form of the verb. Consider the following sentence.
(13)

yuHaawil-u
al-baaHiθ-u
an
3sm.try-ind the-researcher-nom
to
‘The researcher is trying to grasp syntax.’

yafham-a
3sm.grasp-subj

al-naHw-a
the-syntax-acc

As is seen in (15), the two verbs and the two nouns carry identical morphological endings.
Specifically, the morphological nominative Case marker -u, called Dammah, occurs on both the
noun al-baaHiθ ‘the researcher’ and the verb yuHaawil ‘tries’ (glossed ind(icative). Similarly,
the accusative Case suffix -a called fatHah appears both on al-naHw ‘the syntax’, making it
accusative and on the verb yafham ‘understand’ making it subjunctive. Based on these facts, our
grammarians concluded that since the very same Case markers that appear on nouns appear on
verbs, those endings on verbs must be Case markers as well, assigned to verbs, yet exclusively to
the muDaari/imperfective verbal form.11
This traditional classification, however, is untenable for the following reasons. First, the
classification is hybrid,12 neither syntactic nor semantic. For instance, maaDi ‘past’,13 and amr
‘imperative’ on the one hand, are presumably semantic notions; muDaari, on the other hand, is
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
10

This is always glossed as the ‘imperfective’.
"The discussion here may shed light on a question raised by Luigi Rizzi at this conference. Luigi Rizzi is worried
about the fact that only the imperfective form appears in these three forms. That is, the past/perfective form of the
verb is not sensitive to these mood endings. Admitting that the issue has to be inquired further, I would like to point
out here a distinction between the past tense/ perfective and the non-past/imperfective forms of the verb, which may
be crucial to answer Luigi Rizzi’s question. The perfective form of the verb is traditionally called ‘mabni’, in the
sense that it appears in just one form. Further in the perfective form, agreement markers appear exclusively suffixal
(whereas in the imperfective, agreement markers are both suffixal as well as prefixal). Since agreement markers
generally end in vowels, and our ‘mood’ markers are also vowels, the incompatibility of these markers with the
perfective form may turn out to be phonological"
12
See Sobin (2011) for a discussion of the characteristics of “any good classificatory system”. Though Sobin’s case
study is the traditional classification of parts of speech, it can naturally extend to the traditional classification of
verbal forms in Arabic.
13
Some traditional linguists, e.g. Ibn Hisham (1979), also posit syntactic criteria to identify the maaDi verbal form,
such as its ability to carry the feminine suffix –t.
11
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syntactic. Second, that there is a one-to-one relation between the form of the verb and the tense it
expresses is not accurate. For instance, the maaDi form of the verb in the sentence below does
not necessarily express a past event: it can encode an irrealis mood, where the event is not
factual. In fact, the temporal interpretation of the matrix clause below may turn out to be future.
(14)

law
fahima
al-Tullab
al-dars
if
understoodnd.3sm
the-students
the-lesson
“I wish that/ If the students understand the lesson”

Further, Benmamoun (2000) aptly demonstrates that the muDaari ‘imperfective’ form occurs in
a temporally heterogeneous set of contexts. For example, the imperfective/muDaari,
Benmamoun shows, can occur in sentences with present tense interpretation (habitual and
progressive), in the context of the future tense, in the context of auxiliaries and modals, in
constructions where the negative carries tense, in embedded nonfinite clauses, in negative
imperatives and in circumstantial adjuncts.14 Hence, Benmamoun concludes that the muDaari/
imperfective form of the verb is not specified for tense.
With respect to Case marking on verbs, the scenario is once again not consistent. For one
thing, there is a gap in the Case paradigm that cannot be explained along the traditional line. It
turns out that there is one (nominal) Case marker that verbs do not manifest, and vice versa, i.e.,
one ‘verbal Case’ cannot appear on nouns. We have seen that nouns can be marked as either
marfuu (Nominative), manSuub (Accusative) or majroor (Genitive). Similarly, there are three
verbal Case forms: marfuu (nominative), manSuub (subjunctive) and majzuum (no equivalent in
nominal Case paradigm).
(15)

Nominal Case paradigm
Nominative (u)
al-walad-u
the-boy-nom

(16)

Accusative (a)
al-walad-a
the-boy-acc

Genitive (i)/*Jussive
al-walad-i/*-Ø
the-boy-gen/juss

‘Verbal Case’ paradigm
Nominative (u)
yaðhab-u
3sm.go-nom(ind)

Accusative (a)
yaðhab-a
3sm.go-acc (subj)

Jussive/*Gen
yaðhab- Ø/*i
the-boy-juss/*gen

(15) and (16) above should make clear the gap in the paradigm: A verb cannot be marked
genitive. Likewise, a noun cannot display the jussive marker that appears on the verb. This gap
remains mysterious if an analysis along the line of traditional grammar is to be maintained.
Notice, crucially, that there is nothing phonological that may ban the co-occurrence of the verb
with the genitive Case marker. For instance, a word like yaktub-i ‘writes-Gen’ is perfectly okay
with the phonotactics of Arabic. Not only this, but this form of the verb becomes obligatory in a
certain context. Consider the following empirical fact.
(17)

(in) yaktub-Ø

T-Taalib

yaktub-i T-Taalib

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
14

See Benmamoun (2000: 28-30) for examples.
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(if) 3sm.write-juss the-student
“(If) the student writes,”
The phonological rule of vowel epenthesis in (19) above can be stated informally as follows:
If a word, a verb in our case (or any word for that matter, as the rule seems to apply across the
board), ends with a consonant and the following word begins also with a consonant, a vowel is
inserted (to break the consonant cluster, which is banned in Arabic, unless it occurs in the final
position of a word).
(18)

Vowel epenthesis
C= C

CiC

Notice that the vowel epenthesized in such a context is /i/, which is, interestingly enough,
phonologically identical to the genitive Case marker. This implies that if the ‘mood’ system of
verbs were a Case system in disguise, then verbs a priori could carry the genitive Case marker,
and the parallelism would be complete. We can then conclude that what we find in verbs is not a
Case system.
Further, according to traditional grammar, muDaari can be mabni (i.e., it may appear in one
form just like maaDi ‘past’ and amr ‘imperative’) and may not show these Case markers. When
the energetic mood marker -nna is attached to the verb is one case. In such cases, traditional
grammarians claim, the verb is always marked accusative, rather than nominative.
(19)

a. sa-aktub-a-nna
fut-1s.write-nom(ind)-energ
“I will write a poem.”
b. l-aktub-a-nna
emph-make.easy-juss-energ
“I will indeed write a poem.”

qaSiidah
poem
qaSiidah
poem

The pair above points to two cases of inconsistency in the traditional approach. First, it shows
that at least in some cases, verbs in the muDaari form are not ‘similar’ to nouns in being Case
marked, as they show only one form. This case, of course, remains unexplained under the
traditional approach.15
The other inconsistency relates to Case hierarchy. In the nominal Case system, the accusative
may syncretize with the genitive, in conformity with Caha’s (2009) Case hierarchy. But,
crucially, the nominative cannot syncretize with the accusative. The example above, however,
shows that the nominative may syncretize with the accusative. There are two scenarios here:
Either Caha’s hierarchy is not accurate, or the verbal Case paradigm is not a Case system in the
standard syntactic sense, but some other system. Since Caha’s hierarchy has been tested crosslinguistically and seems to hold, and since the hierarchy also holds in the nominal Case system in
Arabic, we can, rightly I think, conclude that assimilating what we have called verbal form
paradigm to the (nominal) Case paradigm is not on the right track. Actually, it turns out that it is

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
15

These facts may be explained phonologically in terms of regressive vowel harmony.
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the fact that morphological markers on verbs and those on nouns are phonologically identical
that has caused the confusion.16
3.1.2 Al-Balushi (2011)
Al-Balushi (2011) explores Case licensing in Arabic. He shows that (nominative) Case in Arabic
is not licensed by agreement or tense, as has been assumed. Instead, Al-Balushi argues that Case
in Arabic is licensed by a feature that resides – in its valued version – in Fin (following Rizzi’s
fine structure of CP). He further claims that verbs (in Arabic) also receive Case, on a par with
nominals. He calls this Case [VC] (verbal Case). What is relevant for us here is that for AlBalushi, our morphological markers –u, -a and -Ø are verbal Cases that are assigned to verbs by
certain particles in the functional domain (mostly the Comp domain).
Here, Al-Balushi makes a distinction between Case checking and Case assignment to verbs
(and to nouns), namely VC and m-vc. VC, claims Al-Balushi, refers to the abstract licensing of
VC on I17 and v by Fin (mainly in verbal and copula clauses). m-vc (morphological verbal Case),
on the other hand, refers to the morphological realization of VC on verbs, manifested as either
subjunctive or jussive (indicative being the default m-vc).
Al-Balushi’s account seems to be messy at best, and inconsistent. The first problem that the
analysis encounters relates to the nature of [VC]. What is [VC]? Al-Balushi assumes that it is a
verbal Case feature. Details aside, looking closely at Al-Balushi’s claims (p. 157-159) reveals
that what he calls [VC] is actually the categorial [V] feature. For instance, there is an absolute
dependency between the occurrence of [VC] and that of [V], which turns out to be a stipulation.
If these are two different formal features, they should, in principle, be able to occur
independently. If, by contrast, Case reduces to the categorial feature [V], then this approach
cannot be maintained, since categorial features should be dispensed with in favor of
independently needed formal features (Chomsky 2001). Notice that Al-Balushi not only
postulates categorial features, but reduces Case, a well-established construct in the literature to a
categorial feature.
Let us grant Al-Balushi the (dependent) existence of [VC]. The account still raises two crucial
questions: Are Case assignment and Case checking basically one operation or two? If two, do
they both occur in narrow syntax with a morphological reflex at PF (Vergnaud’s approach to
abstract Case licensing, which Al-Balushi entertains)? Or, alternatively, does Case checking take
place in narrow syntax and Case assignment in the morphophonology? Al-Balushi’s account
seems to be a mixture of both, hence its messy nature. Consider Al-Balushi’s (complicated)
reasoning.
Al-Balushi first assumes that overt realization of Case leads to postulating a null feature in
similar contexts. Thus, we first understand that the verbal forms are (overt) realization of the
(narrow syntax) valuation of VC on v (and T). This is supported by his remark that “licensing of
VC seems to have two manifestations, one abstract and the other morphological” (p.126) and that
“m-vc [morphological verbal Case] indicates the existence of VC” (p. 162). But this is not what
Al-Balushi wants to suggest, since he clearly states that “VC assignment makes no contribution
to the licensing of structural Case” (p. 127). This remark pushes Case assignment to the PF. But
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
16

I would rather assume that the phonological identity of those markers on nouns and verbs are just accidental. This
may be due to the fact that Standard Arabic has only three long vowels (and their corresponding short vowels) in its
inventory (e.g. Ryding 2005), and most of the suffixes are vowels . Therefore, morphological markers which are
phonologically identical seem to be inevitable.
17
Al-Balushi uses ‘I’ as a cover term for T and Agr projections, currently called T.
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Al-Balushi (p.126) also states: “narrow syntax …witnesses the morphological specification of
VC”, where the technical meaning of witness in this context is not clear, at least to me.
For one thing, Al-Balushi’s account makes one empirical prediction with respect to the
phonological realization of nominative and accusative Case: Since Case amounts to a single
feature on Fin that values its unvalued counterpart on both T and v, the prediction is that these
two may, or perhaps must, in the best case, surface as phonologically identical. This, however, is
not borne out. In Arabic, the nominative and accusative Case markers are never phonologically
identical (i.e., ‘syncretic’ in Caha’s 2009 sense18), which indicates that these are different
features valued by different heads, as is standardly assumed.
3.2 Mood-based analyses
3.2.1 Wright (1967)
Wright (1967) proposes an aspect-based classification of verbal forms in Arabic. Specifically, he
suggests that Arabic verbs exist in two verbal forms: perfective and imperfective. He further
points out that while the perfective has one form and encodes past tense interpretation, the
imperfective appears in five ‘moods’: indicative (ind), subjunctive (subj), jussive (juss) or
conditional, imperative and energetic.
Linguists, however, have raised problems for Wright’s division of verbal forms. Fassi Fehri
(1993), for instance, states that what Wright calls ‘moods’ do not refer to modality, which is
denoted by independent morphemes like qad ‘really’. These so-called moods, Fassi Fehri
observes, do not have any semantic interpretation. In the same vein, Benmamoun (2000: 31)
remarks that “[e]ach mood ending seems to comprise a heterogeneous class of temporal and
syntactic contexts”.19 Al-Balushi (2011) criticizes Wright’s “lumping together” of the imperative
with the forms of the imperfective. In the same vein, Al-Balushi suggests that the energetic and
the imperative are moods, while the subjunctive, jussive and indicative are not ‘totally’ moods.
3.2.2 Fassi Fehri (2012)
Fassi Fehri (2012) mentions in passing that the different verbal forms in Arabic can be looked at
in terms of the realis/irrealis paradigm, with the former, it seems, referring to the indicative
verbal form and the latter subsuming the subjunctive and jussive. This, however, cannot be true,
for the same reasons raised, partly by Fassi Fehri (1993) himself, against Wright’s framework.
Thus the following two sentences introduced by lam and lan, which belong to the jussive and
subjunctive, respectively, are indicative, realis in Fassi Fehri’s words. Commenting on sentences
like the following pair, Soltan (2007: 178) rightly remarks that mood/modality is not involved
and “that these sentences […] have the same illocutionary force (i.e., all are negative declarative
sentences, they only differ in tensehood properties)”.
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
18

In fact, Caha’s Case hierarchy is well-observed in Arabic; Accusative and Genitive may be syncretic as in cases
like 3pf-marked nouns as in (i) below, but Nominative and Accusative are never syncretic (or Nominative and
Genitive for that matter). The following represents the Case paradigm of the word al-muslimaat ‘the female
muslims’.
(i)
al-muslimaat-u
almuslimaat-i
almuslimaat-i
the-muslimpf-Nom the-muslimpf-Acc
the-muslimpf-Gen
19
See the discussion under 3.1.1 above.
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(20)

lam
yaHDur-Ø
al-dars
neg.pst 3sm.attend-juss
the-class
“He didn’t attend the class yesterday.”

amsa
yesterday

(21)

lan
yaHDur-a
al-dars
Gadan
neg.fut 3sm.attend the-class
tomorrow
“He will not attend the class tomorrow.”

On the other hand, the following irrealis-in-form sentence is a realis conditional.
(22)

in tazur-Ø-nii, ..
if 2.visit-juss-me
“If you visit me,..”

In this connection, Quer (2009: 1779) states: “the crude realis/irrealis opposition…has proven to
be of little use”.
3.3 Feature-based approaches
3.3.1 Fassi Fehri (1993)20
Fassi Fehri (1993) follows traditional grammar, Wright (1967), Roberts (1985), among others in
assuming that verbal projections also receive some form of Case. He further makes a distinction
between temporal Case (TCase) and Nominal Case (NCase). TCase is assigned to/checked on
verbal projections by certain particles under government.
On the face of it, Fassi Fehri’s TCase seems to be a formal feature, just like other features, that
is checked in some configuration by a certain operation. However, Fassi Fehri’s account faces a
serious problem, namely, there does not seem to be a real difference between his Tcase and
Mood (Wright’s term which Fassi Fehri rejects), of course beyond terminology. This is
supported by the following. Fassi Fehri’s (p. 163) statement that TCases “are manifestation of
what is usually termed Mood” can be interpreted so as to mean that manifestation can be
modified by morphophonological. Further, in his discussion, he always uses the (bracketed)
disjunction phrase or Mood whenever he refers to TCase.
In addition, to explain the ungrammaticality of an SVO clause after the negative marker lam,
for example, Fassi Fehri stipulates a distinction between two types of I/T in Arabic: T that can be
seen as a NCase carrier and another T with a TCase (or Mood). Hence, T in SVO constructions
looks like T[NCase], and therefore cannot satisfy a selectional property of the negative marker,
namely a type of T that looks like T[TCase], which VSO constructions manifest. And in this
connection, he says that the SVO construction after a tensed negative is ungrammatical because
“Mood requirements of Neg are not satisfied” (p. 163). What Neg actually requires, which Fassi
Fehri calls ‘Mood requirement’, is a particular verbal form, be it subjunctive or jussive, which he
calls ‘TCase’. This should make it clear that for Fassi Fehri, both ‘Mood’ and ‘TCase’ refer to
the same entity.
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
20

It is in order to note here that Fassi Fehri’s (1993) account can be subsumed either under the mood-based
approach or the feature-based approach. I have put it under the feature-based approach for the following simple
reason. Soltan (2007) follows Fassi Fehri and postulates a feature, which, he claims, is similar to that of Fassi
Fehri’s. Soltan’s feature, however, turns out to be purely formal.
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3.3.2 Soltan (2007)
Soltan (2007) follows Fassi Fehri (1993) and assumes that the morphological markers under
investigation are manifestations of a temporal Case. However, Soltan moves one step further
towards a minimalist formulation of this Case feature. In particular, he suggests that temporal
Case is actually a (formal) uninterpretable tense feature on T, dubbed [uTC]. The interpretable21
counterpart of [uTC] resides somewhere above TP, in CP. T’s [uTC] is valued by Agree, holding
between C and T.
Soltan’s approach, in fact, does not fare any better than its predecessors, and seems to be
inconsistent. We will look at two problems that the account encounters: one relates to the issue
of what values [uTC], and the other to the exclusion of v from the valuation process.
With regard to the first question, Soltan considers tensed negative constructions, and seems to
suggest that it is Neg itself, merged above TP, that values T’s [uTC] in a standard probe-goal
relation. In other contexts, however, Neg does not seem to be able to do this task. For instance, in
non-tensed negative constructions, T’s [uTC] is valued by a null C. Further, in third person
imperative constructions, exemplified below, li is merged in Mod0 of a ModP above TP. In this
case also, T’s [uTC] is valued by a null C, not li. Why not li?
(23)

li-yarHal-Ø
al-raiis
impr-3sm.leave-juss
the-president
“Let the president step down.”

Thus, some Negs can value T’s [uTC], while some cannot; some particles like an also can, but
some others like imperative particles cannot, without any explanation offered; hence, the
stipulative nature of the claim.
Valuation of T’s [uTC] leads us to the second problem, namely the total exclusion of the verb
(technically v) from the valuation process of [uTC]. More precisely, [uTC] is an uninterpretable
feature on T valued by C; v has nothing to do with that. In this connection, Soltan states that
valuation of T’s [uTC] results in so-called Mood markers on the verb. It is worth noting here that
Soltan follows Fassi Fehri (1993), and assumes that v in Arabic always moves to T. But for
Soltan, v-movement is a morphophonological, not syntactic, operation. Now, v-movement to T
might explain the adjacency requirement of T (and Neg) with the verb, which seems to be a PF
issue. But the question that has to be addressed at this point is the following: Given that V
always moves to T, what tells us what form the verb takes? More precisely, V-movement, being
a morphophonological operation, cannot tell us why the verb, say in the subjunctive, has this
particular form. This, I claim, holds for the simple reason that there is no valuation posterior to
Narrow Syntax.
Further, Soltan’s analysis makes one empirical prediction: if T is lexicalized, then V need not
move (in narrow syntax at least), and consequently may not be sensitive to (the values of) T’s
[uTC]. A typical case of this scenario is that of tensed negative constructions. In these
constructions, there is a consensus among linguists that Neg ends up with T. Specifically, it is
assumed that Neg is merged in a projection below TP and then moves to T (e.g. Shlonsky 1997,
Benmamoun 2000). Alternatively, Neg is merged above TP and in this case, T moves to Neg
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
21

Soltan follows Chomsky’s biconditional view of interpretability and valuation. See Pesetsky and Torrego (2007)
and the discussion below for a different approach.
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(e.g. Fassi Fehri 1993; Soltan 2007). If we recall examples (20) and (21), repeated below, we
will immediately realize that this prediction is not borne out.
(24)

lam
yaHDur-Ø
al-dars
neg.pst 3sm.attend-juss
the-class
“He didn’t attend the lesson yesterday.”

amsa
yesterday

(25)

lan
yaHDur-a
al-dars
Gadan
neg.fut 3sm.attend-subj
the-class
tomorrow
“He will not attend the lesson tomorrow.”

Therefore, an alternative to that of Soltan’s is called for. The alternative analysis, I believe, has
to take v into consideration.
3.3.3 Pesetsky and Torrego (2001; 2004; 2007)
In their well-known (2001) paper, Pesetsky and Torrego (P&T, henceforth) present the novel
proposal that what is traditionally called (structural) nominative Case is actually tense. This view
is extended to accusative Case in P&T (2004). Formally, according to P&T, Case boils down to
an uninterpretable feature on D (and C), interpretable on T, dubbed [uT]. Interestingly, part of
P&T’s evidence comes from Arabic. Specifically, P&T draw on the (well-known, by now) fact,
attributed to Benmamoun (2000), that in Arabic, nominative and accusative Case affixes are
identical to the indicative and subjunctive mood markers on the verb, respectively. 22 P&T
interpret this fact so as to mean that Case is tense. Advantages aside, 23 P&T’s approach
encounters theoretical as well as empirical problems. All the problems that will be raised here
point to dissociation between tense and Case. First, the nature of [uT] on D (and C) is not clear at
best. It is worth noting here that P&T end up with two types of [uT], particularly in their 2004
paper. One type, [uTs], refers to the ‘main tense of the clause’; and the other, [uTo], refers to
aspectual properties such as subevent. P&T, in this connection, argue that even with stative
predicates, [uTo] has to be posited. Now, conceptually, these two types look so different that they
cannot involve the same entity, namely structural Case, as intended by P&T. Theoretically, from
a minimalist perspective, this situation involves a proliferation of functional categories. For
instance, [uTo] has no job but to check the accusative case on the object, which v anyway does.
Another theoretical problem relates to ‘probing maximal projections’. P&T (2001) claim that
C probes the maximal projection TP for valuation of its [uT] feature. And in this case, either the
subject DP in SpecTP or the head T may carry out the valuation process. The problem with this
mechanism is the following. We understand Agree as a head-head relation, sometimes
manifested in head movement; or head-substantive category relation, T-subject DP being a
typical example. It is just not clear what probing a maximal projection means, particularly if we
accept the hypothesis that the maximal projection is just a label of the head (cf. Cecchetto and
Donati (2010); Chomsky (2013) Donati (2006)). Alternatively, P&T could simply say that C’s
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
22

See the discussion under 3.1.1 for a detailed discussion of the parallelism.
A minimalist advantage of P&T’s approach to Case, which perhaps makes it superior to Chomsky’s case-as-areflex approach is that Case turns out to be an independent feature which has its own syntax. However, a similar
problem to that of Chomsky’s view can be raised against P&T. P&T make Case as an independent feature at the
expense of another, namely Tense. It will be argued below that Case should have its own syntax, along with tense
and phi. See Boskovic (2011; 2013) on this view.
23
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[uT] probes its c-command search space, where the subject DP and T are both potential goals.
One of the goals is selected, based on P&T’s economy condition.
Empirically, that nominative Case is actually tense, or is licensed in the presence of tense, has
been questioned. For instance, Aygen (2006) demonstrates that in Turkish and Turkik languages,
it is epistemic modality rather than tense (or agreement) that is a necessary condition for
nominative case licensing. Similarly, based on the fact that the subject is assigned nominative
Case in non-finite clauses in Arabic, Aoun et al. (2010: 17) state that it is phi, rather than tense,
manifested in overt agreement that checks nominative Case. Notice that this has been Chomsky’s
standard view of structural Case as a reflex of φ-checking. 24 Al-Balushi (2011) argues
convincingly that nominative Case is licensed in the absence of tense in Arabic. He demonstrates
that nominative Case surfaces in the imperative, exemplified below, which is tenseless in Arabic,
(and arguably cross-linguistically).
(26)

li-ya-ktub
ax-uu-ka
impr-3sm-write-juss
brother-nom-your
“Let your brother write.”

Interestingly, if we follow Benmamoun (2000), referred to by P&T, we would associate Case
with mood rather than tense, since those markers on the verb are considered ‘mood’ markers.
In the same vein, accusative Case marker and subjunctive marker are again phonologically
identical, both manifested as -a, which P&T also refer to. The subjunctive verbal form in Arabic
clearly does not bear tense; tense is marked on some other marker, such as the tensed Neg
marker lan. And again in subjunctive constructions, structural case is licensed. All this points to
dissociating (structural) Case from tense.
3.3.4 Biberauer and Roberts (2010)
Here I would like to review Biberaer and Roberts (B&R, hereafter) (2010). Though B&R do not
refer to Arabic, I find their approach to the auxiliary system in English particularly appealing, as
I will follow a similar line of thought.
B&R begin by making a distinction between agreement inflection (D-related or φ-features)
and tense inflection (V-related features): agreement inflection relates to licensing null subjects,
while tense inflection is relates to T-V dependency. (We focus here on ‘tense inflection’). Tense
inflection’, according to B&R (p. 266), includes “the marking of notional mood and aspect, as in
the Romance subjunctive, futures, conditionals and imperfect forms”. B&R consider as a case
study the auxiliary system in English.25
B&R assume that T carries a valued Tense feature, for it is T that encodes the deictic temporal
interpretation of the clause. T also has an unvalued V-feature, for, B&R reason, auxiliaries are
always assumed to be merged under T. T, however, lacks the semantic argument structure which
verbs encode. V, on the other hand, has a valued V-feature, i.e., its category. V also has an
unvalued Tense feature, for, B&R again reason, verbs cross-linguistically carry inflectional tense
morphology, though they lack any temporal content. The picture is represented below.
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
24

The phi-complete/phi-incomplete distinction in Chomsky’s system may arise here. However, what is relevant for
the point at hand is that nominative Case is parasitic on agreement rather than on tense.
25
B&R also extend their analysis to other languages and language families, such as Germanic, Romance, Celtic, etc.
see the paper for details.
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(27)

T-V relation26
T[Tense, uV]

V[uTense, V]

Since T has as an unvalued [V] feature, it can act as a probe and enter an Agree relation with V.
T’s [V] is valued and in turn V’s unvalued tense feature is valued. Feature valuation, its
realization and whether Agree is associated with an EPP that triggers V-movement to T27 are,
B&R suggest, open to parametric variation among languages.
To illustrate, B&R offer the following analysis for C/T-V28 dependency in English. Consider
the partial paradigm below (reproduced from B&R 2010: 270).
(28)

Partial paradigm of the auxiliary system of English

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

John has eaten
John is eating
John was eaten
John must eat-Ø
For John to eat-Ø

According to B&R, Agree in the above examples proceeds as follows. In (29a), T is specified as
[Asp: Perfect], and V has the feature [Asp:…. Due to the feature matrix of both T and V
discussed above, T enters an Agree relation with V, resulting in valuing V’s Asp feature as [Asp:
Perf], and in English the perfective happens to be phonologically realized as ‘en’. The Agree
relation is represented below.
(29)

Agree relation in the auxiliary system in English

T[Aspect:Perfect,-V]

V[Aspect:…,+V]

T[Aspect:Perfect,+V]

V[Aspect:Perfect, +V]

The same process extends to the other examples above, certainly with different tense features.
Thus, T has a Progressive feature in (b), a Passive feature in (c) and a Mood feature in (d) and
(e).
B&R’s approach is appealing, for our purposes here, in two respects. First, it offers a formal
account for T-V dependency in terms of Agree, an operation that is arguably already available
for the computational system without stipulation. The other interesting aspect in the analysis is
that it invokes feature inheritance and the options of Transfer proposed by Ouali (2008), an
approach that is gaining more interest now (see e.g., Gallego 2012, Bruge et al. 2012).
However there are theoretical problems that compel us to develop an alternative. First, the
trigger for Agree to take place in B&R’s system is a categorial feature, namely [V]. Recall that
categorial features are not appealing in the current minimalist theory. Chomsky (2001: 7), for
instance, finds dispensing with categorial features “reasonable on minimalist grounds”. This
view comes to the fore in the context of Distributed Morphology, a framework entertained in
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
26

B&R also follow Chomsky’s view of the biconditional relation between valuation and interpretability. That is,
uninterpretable features are necessarily unvalued, and vice versa.
27
B&R (2010) propose a reprojection approach to head movement.
28
In fact, it is a T-V relation in English, because English C, as B&R show, happens to DONATE (in Ouali’s sense)
all its features to T.
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minimalist theories, developed by Halle and Marantz (1993), Marantz (1997), among others.29
Second, the assumption that when an auxiliary appears, V does not have unvalued tense features
is problematic. That features of a lexical item are Context-dependent stands out as suspect at
best. The null hypothesis would be that features of a lexical element are selected once and for all
for a particular language (Chomsky 2000). Thus, if V is lexically specified for a particular
feature, it should always carry that feature. Why should the presence of another element, an
auxiliary here, block it?
In addition, the present scenario raises a contradiction in the analysis. On the one hand, in the
CP phase, it is the phase head C that carries unvalued features. In the vP phase, on the other
hand, it is V, a non-phase head, that carries unvalued features. This is what makes B&R assume
that if V has a tense feature in the presence of an auxiliary, it cannot be checked, due to the
intervener (little) v. So, in principle, and since B&R assume feature inheritance, V’s features
should be inherited from v, a situation with consequences that B&R would not welcome.
4

The alternative: An Agree based account to verbal forms in Arabic

4.1 C/T-v relation
That there is a link between T (‘Infl’ in early generative tradition) and V30 has been a topic in
linguistic theory at least since Pollock (1989). It is a fact that in many languages, Infl-elements
such as tense, aspect, mood, etc. are realized morphologically on the verb. In early minimalism
(Chomsky 1993, 1995), this T-V relation is captured by categorial features. More precisely, it
was claimed that T has a V-feature (in addition to a D-feature), 31 which triggers V-to-T
movement (either overtly or covertly). Recently, Pesetsky and Torrego (2007) and Biberauer and
Roberts (2010), as we saw above, among others, have insightfully interpreted the fact that tense
appears morphologically on V so as to mean that V also has a T-related features. In this paper, I
will claim that the verbal form paradigm in Arabic shows yet another instantiation of the C/T-v
relation.
More precisely, I will argue that one of the formal interpretable unvalued features that C has is
[Tense]. [Tense] is unvalued, interpretable on C; uninterpretable, valued on v. C and v enter an
Agree relation to value [Tense], along the lines proposed in Pesetsky and Torrego (2007) to
account for the valuation of [uT]). Thus, -u, -a and -Ø, what Wright calls mood markers are just
the morphophonological manifestation of the values of our [Tense].32
4.2 [Tense]: what and why
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
29

"Distributed Morphology, which basically entertains this idea of acategorial items in the lexicon seems promising,
particularly in the context of Semitic languages, where derivatives of a word are generally derived from a three (or
two) consonantal root. See, for instance, Tucker (2010) on Arabic and Arad (2005) on Hebrew"
30
In the current formulation of the Minimalist Program, the relation is actually established with the functional head
v, rather than the lexical head V. This view, however, has no threatening consequences to the proposed account, as
far as I can tell, particularly in the present context, where V-to-v movement is standardly assumed to be universal.
See, however, Pesetsky and Torrego (2007: 270, fn. 10) for the other possibility.
31
Satisfaction of this feature was obtained by bringing them together either overtly, e.g. V-movement in French; or
covertly as in English. Affix-hopping had a similar effect in the early generative framework.
32
It is worth noting here that the exact nature of the Agree operation is immaterial to the analysis; that is, valuation
can be recast in Chomsky’s standard feature valuation (or assignment, as Pesetsky and Torrego 2007 call it), where
the value of the respective feature is copied from one element, the goal, to the other, the probe. Alternatively, Agree
can be implemented in terms of feature sharing (Frampton and Gutmann 2000, Pestsky and Torrego 2007).
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I have proposed that is that the so-called ‘mood markers’ in Arabic are the morphophonological
realization of a (narrow syntax) Agree relation between C/T and v in terms of the feature
[uTense]. [uTense], as used here, is no more than a formal feature that relates C and v, showing
their syntactic dependency. I think that this [uTense] is the formal feature that encodes
Grimshaw’s notion of extended projection. More precisely, every C-related element contains a
[Tense] feature that is valued by v. The values of this particular feature turn out to be: ind, subj,
and juss, realized phonologically as -u, -a & -Ø, respectively.33 In fact, this particular label draws
on Biberauer and Roberts’ broad sense of tense – a cover term for tense, mood, aspect, etc.
Further, in Arabic we will see that [Tense] is selected by C-elements manifesting either of these
notions. Tense, the label, is intended to capture this fact.
4.2 [Tense] in C
Al-Balushi (2011: 85) rightly points out that ‘most of the [[Tense]-related] particles are Comp
elements’. We will show below that what ‘most’ here excludes are also C-related. Let us first
briefly recall our data. Let us recap the distribution of the different verbal forms and the lexical
items that may subcategorize for them.
(30)

Distribution of verbal forms
Subjunctive

Jussive

Indicative

1

Optatives/ wish mood particles
li; kay;Hatta

Imperative particles
Laa; li

Finite C
anna/ inna

2

Non-finite C
An

Conditionals
In; mahma, etc

Null C

3

Fut-tensed Neg
Lan

Pst-tensed Neg
lam

Now, modals, conditionals and imperative particles are clearly inserted (somewhere) in the Cdomain, somewhere above TP. Thus it turns out that what Al-Balushi’s ‘most’ excludes are the
two negative markers lam and lan. To these I will also add (a version of) an as a non-C element.
In this connection, I argue that this an is different from anna in that the latter is first-merged in
C, while an is first-merged in T, and perhaps then moved to C.34 The two negative markers,
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
33

"It should be admitted that the label of the feature proposed to account for the C-v link, namely [Tense], is loose,
perhaps even misleading. I am sure there should be better (more transparent) labels, but I cannot think of one at the
moment. Pesetsky and Torrego’s [uT] is by no means a better term.
34
See more on this below."
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namely, lam and lan, are also argued to be auxiliaries with a negative feature, and hence Crelated elements.35
5

Empirical Issues

5.1 li-an constructions : Evidence for [Tense]
There is an interesting construction in Arabic, which turns out to be revealing for our purposes
here. Consider the following pair.
(31)

a. atayt-u
li
an
came-1s
to tothat
‘I came to (take) rest.’
b. atayt-u
licame-1s
to
‘I came to (take) rest.’

astariih-a
rest-subj
astariih-a
rest-subj

If we look at (31) carefully, we will realize that an in (31b) is superfluous, as it were. That is,
(31b), where there is only li, but crucially no an, gives us the same verbal form (i.e., subjunctive)
and (modal) interpretation (i.e., optative) that (31a) does. More precisely, we know
independently that li is an optative mood marker, which, like other optative markers, selects for
the subjunctive verbal form. I would like to take this as a piece of evidence for the existence of
the feature proposed in this thesis, [uTense]. Specifically, I argue that an in li-an constructions is
just the phonological Spell Out of the feature [uTense] on T.
5.2 anna vs. an: a C-T distinction
anna and an have always been thought of as complementizers introducing finite and non-finite
clauses, respectively. Consider the following examples, where the embedded clause is finite in
the first example, hence introduced by anna, and non-finite in the second one, introduced by an.
The examples will also show that alternating complementizers results in ungrammaticality.
(32)

a. qaal-at
anna-ha/*an
said-3sf
that-she/to
‘She said that she met hin.’
b.

araadat
an/*anna
wanted-3sf
to/that
‘She wanted to meet him.’

qabal-at-hu
met-3sf-him
tu-qabil-a-hu
3sf-meet-subj-him

However, I would like to argue here that anna is a real C, merged in C, while an is a T-element
merged in T (and perhaps moved to C). Two arguments are provided in this direction. First, an
takes a subjunctive verbal form (see the example above). There are also other modal particles,
such as kay & li, mainly denoting optaive interpretation, which select for subjunctice. Now,
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
35

See Alahdal (2014) for a detailed account of the different negative elements in Standard Arabic along the same
lines proposed in the text.
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following cartographic approach (e.g., Cinque 1999; Bruge et al. 2012), these particles are
merged (somewhere) in C. If this view is on track, and assuming that an is a Complementizer,
then the prediction is that they should exclude each other. But this is not borne out. Consider the
following sentence (reproduction of (31a) above).
(33)

atayt-u
came-1s

kay/li
to

an
that/to

astariih-a
rest-subj

“I came to (take) rest.”
If, on the other hand, we view an as an item first-merged in T, the facts above would follow.
The second argument is based on Pesetsky and Torrego’s (2001) ‘cautionary’ lesson, to the
effect that we have to be careful when labeling a lexical item as either a ‘real’ C or an instance of
T in C. Pesetsky and Torrego note that a criterion,36 in this direction, is the co-occurrence with a
tensed verb. Specifically, if the element can co-occur with a tensed verb, it is a C; if it cannot, it
is a T that has moved to C. extending this to Arabic, anna turns out to be a C, while an a T, as
desired. Actually, the fact that there is no past subjunctive in Arabic, past being the tense clearly
marked in Arabic, perhaps points in this direction: an introducing so-called subjunctive clauses is
an instance of T.
5.3 On two types of an
In this section, we will shed light on some alternations in Arabic that, I claim, can be analyzed as
a consequence of the valuation of [Tense], the feature postulated above. When describing the
facts, we mentioned that an can also introduce finite clauses, e.g., as a complement to the verb
alima ‘to know’. The example is repeated below.
(34)

alima
an
sa-yakuun-u
min-kum
marDaa (Holy Quran)
knew.3ms
that fut-3m.be-ind
from-you
sick
‘He (God) knew that there will be sick people among you.’

Notice that an may also be followed by a past-tensed verb.
(35)

fariHtu
an
qamat
al-thawrah
cheered.1s
that rose-3fs the-revolution
“I felt happy that the revolution took place.”

Notice that the an in the two sentences above is different from the one we have talked about in
that this one selects for an indicative verbal form, whereas the other one selects for a subjunctive
one. In this sense, this an is similar to anna that introduces finite clauses. To account for the two
occurrences of an, I would suggest, as indicated above, that there are two types of an: a T-an and
a C-an (in Pesetsky and Torrego’s sense). Accordingly, the difference amounts to a first-merge
difference. More precisely, if an is first-merged in T, it is an instance of T; if, however, it is firstmerged in C, it is a C-element (see Bayer 2012 for a similar view).
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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The other criterion, namely attesting that-trace effect, unfortunately cannot be tested. The reason is that there are
other factors involved such as the lexical property of anna to assign accusative case, Arabic being a null subject, and
the obligatory presence of pro after an in some contexts.
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Alternatively, distinguishing between the two types of an can be looked at as a consequence of
the value of [Tense] on an. More precisely, we could assume that there is a single an in the
lexicon. Now, in narrow syntax, if [Tense] on an gets the value subj, an surfaces as the T-an; if,
in contrast, [Tense] is valued as ind, we end up with the C-version (so-called reduced form of
anna).
6

On non-jussivizing conditionals

We have seen above that conditional lexical items select for/Agree with the jussive verbal form.
However, there are certain conditional items, called ‘non-jussivizing tools’ in Arabic traditional
grammar that behave differently: they either co-occur with the indicative verbal form or may be
followed by a nominal clause (i.e., so-called verbless sentence or a sentence in the SVO). If the
variation among these two sets of conditionals turns out to be lexical, this, I claim, will further
support the main argument put forward in this chapter: verbal forms are not associated with
certain semantic interpretations. That is, this scenario of non-jussivizing conditionals reveals that
we can get conditional interpretation without a jussive verbal form.
6.1 Non-jussivizing items
The conditional elements which do not select for the jussive verbal form include iða ‘if’, lamma
‘when’, kullama whenever’, kayfa ‘as’, amma ‘of/about’, law ‘if’, lawla and lawma ‘if not’.
•

iða ‘if/when’

iða is a lexical item that encodes conditional interpretation in that it requires an antecedent clause
and a result clause. It usually co-occurs with the perfective/past tense form of the verb, as in the
first sentence below. However, it may also co-occur with the indicative (imperfective).
(36)

a. iða
ra’at-hu,
tajaahalat-hu
(laa a’arif-u limaaTHa)
if
saw.3sf-him ignored.3sf-him (neg 1s.know-ind why)
‘If/when she sees/saw him, she ignores/ignored him. (I don’t know why)’
b. iða
yunSaH-u,
laa
if
3sm.pss.advise-ind,
Neg
‘If/when advised, he doesn’t listen.’

•

yastami-u
3sm.listen-ind

law ‘if’

Like iða, law is usually followed by a verb in the past tense. It may also co-occur with the
indicative (imperfective).
(37)

a. law
HaDar-ta,
kun-ta
sa-tu-qaabil-u-hu
if
came-2sm, were2sm will-2-meet-ind-him
‘If you came you would meet him.’
b. law
taqra-u jayyed-an, sa-tanjaH-u
if
2.read-ind well-acc,
will-pass-ind
‘If you read well, you will pass.’
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•

lawla/lawma ‘if ’

lawla and lawma are conditional elements that require two clauses. However, unlike other
conditional elements, these two necessarily take a nominal clause. Consider the following
examples.
(38)

•

lawla/lawma al-qaanuun (mawjuudun),
la-inhar-a
if .neg
the-law
(available),
indeed-collapse
‘If not for the presence of law, society would collapse.’
kullama ‘whenever’

al-mujtama’a
the-society

kullama is a conditional that exclusively occurs with the verb in the past tense form.
(39)

•

kullama
ra’ay-tu-hu, taTHakkar-tu ax-i
whenever saw-1s-him, remembered-1s brother-my
‘Whenever I see/saw him, I remember/remembered my brother.’
lamma ‘when’

lamma is a conditional element that again can co-occur only with a verb in the past tense.
(40)

•
(41)

lamma qarrara
al-sha’ab-u,
qamat
When decided.3sm the-people-nom, rose-3sf
‘The revolution broke out when the people decided.’

al-THawrah
the-revolution

kayfa ‘as’
kayfa
taSna’
aSna’-u
as
2.make 1s.make-ind
“As you do, I do.”

6.2 Syntax of non-jussivizing conditionals
The question that immediately arises as we look at these lexical items is: Why do they select for
the indicative, instead of the expected jussive verbal form, although they encode conditionality?
In fact, we can look at this situation as supporting evidence for our approach that the jussive (and
the indicative and subjunctive for that matter) is not related to mood or a similar semantic notion.
For one thing, lexical items like the ones under discussion make it clear that we can get
conditional interpretation with verbal forms other that the jussive, even with verbless and SVO
sentences at times, as we will see.
In this connection, I would like to point out two options that we could explore to account for
the syntax of these conditionals. On one view we could argue that the noted problem boils down
to a lexical specification; that is, every item has its lexical properties and features. Accordingly,
these elements have this property not to select for the jussive. This view is theoretically fine,
since after all it is, I think, a truism that items in the lexicon have their own features. Further, in
current linguistic theory, parametric variation boils down to the different features that a particular
elements (usually functional heads) have in individual languages (see Chomsky 2000 on how the
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lexicon is formed from features offered by UG). In fact, this is the well-known Borer-Chomsky
conjecture: parametric variation is limited to features of functional heads.
However, I would like to offer a different account for these conditionals, which is based on
their syntax. The essence of the account partially exists in traditional grammar. These conditional
items are traditionally called ‘tools’. This label was chosen because these items can be particles,
nouns or adverbs (e.g. Qabbash 1979; Halabi 2005). For instance, iða ‘if/when’, lamma ‘when’
and kullama ‘whenever’ are categorized as adverbs of time, kayfa ‘how’ a noun, and law ‘if’,
lawla ‘if not’ and lawma ‘if not’ particles. The same approach will be developed here.
Specifically, I will argue that some of these elements are conditional heads that, if my reasoning
above proves on track, should carry [Tense], and therefore select for a particular verbal form.
Other elements will be shown to be either adverbs or some discourse particles.
Let us start with kayfa. kayfa does not actually seem to be a conditional element that requires
an antecedent clause and a result clause. There are two facts pointing in this direction. Consider
the following sentence again.
(42)

kayfa
tajlis-u,
ʔajlis-u
as
2.sit-ind 1s.sit-ind
‘As you sit, I sit/do.’

Notice that the two clauses of kayfa should use the same verb. Thus, another ‘potential’ result
clause with a different verb is not possible.
(43)

* kayfa
tajlis-u,
uHaddid-u
Tariiqata
juluus-i
as
2.sit-ind, specify-ind
way
sitting-my
‘The way you sit I decide how I sit (e.g. if you sit on the floor, I will not sit on a chair).’

Further, ellipsis, i.e., deleting the verb phrase of the result clause, which is usually possible in
conditional sentences, is not possible. Thus (44) is ungrammatical, whereas (45), where the
conditional in is used is fine.
(44)

*kayfa
tajlis-u,
as
2.sit,
‘As you sit, I do.’

afʔal
1s.do

(45)

in tajilis-Ø,
ʔafʕal
if 2.sit-juss,
1s. do
‘If you sit, I will do (sit).’

Based on these facts I would like to argue that kaifa is not a conditional element. Rather, kayfa is
an adverb of place of the preposed clause. Accordingly, (42) is underlyingly (46).
(46)

ajlis-u
kayfa
1s.sit-ind
as
‘I sit as you do.’

tajlis-u
2.sit-ind

What happens is that kayfa, being a wh-phrase, moves to the left periphery of the embedded
clause and then the whole clause is preposed to the left periphery of the matrix clause. That the
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verb appears in the indicative now falls out: kayfa tuns out to be not a conditional head, but a whadverb. As an adverb, kayfa is not expected to interact with v.
(47)

(14) [CP [CP kayfa tajlisu] [TP pro [VP ʔajlis-u [ CP

tkayfa tajlis-u kayfa]]]

In the same vein, amma is not a conditional element proper. In fact, amma does not take two
clauses, antecedent and result, unlike other conditionals. It just introduces a noun phrase that is
generally interpreted as a topic. This topic can be either the object (48a) or the subject (48b) of
the following clause.
(48)

a. amma al-yatiima
fa-la
of
the-orphan
neg.impr
‘The orphan, don’t subdue him.’

taqhar
2.subdue

b. amma ahmed
fa-qad ata’a
of
Ahmed
indeed came-3sm
‘Ahmed, he has already come.’
iða can be either an adverb of time, in which case it will be adjoined to CP, and hence will not
have a [Tense] feature to be valued by v. Therefore, the verb appears in the (default) indicative
verbal form. This use of iða is exemplified below.
(49)

wa-l-lail
iða
yaGsha
and-the-night when 3m.come
“And the night, when it falls. (oath)”

iða, however, can also be a conditional particle, and in that case, it selects for the perfective form
of the verb.
(50)

iða
ishtarai-ta
al-kitaab-a,
fa-iqra’a- Ø-hu
if
bought-2sm the-book-acc
then-read.2-juss-it
‘If you buy the book, then read it well.’

jayyedan
well

Keeping in mind the fact that the verb in the past/perfective form appears in just one form, it may
be argued that iða, like other conditionals, selects for the jussive verbal form, which happens to
be phonologically null in such cases. Alternatively, we can say that iða has the lexical property
of selecting for the indicative verbal form. In fact, the latter option may be preferable, because if
the imperfective occurs after iða, which is not common, the verb appears in the indicative.
(51)

iða nashaa-u, ..
if
1p.want-ind, ..”
‘If we want’
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law behaves like the conditional, rather than the adverbial iða. For example, like iða, law can cooccur either with a past tense verb form or the indicative form of the imperfective.
lawla and lawma may be considered ‘discourse introducers’ like amma.
(52)

7

lawla/lawma chomsky,
ma
fahimna
al-naHw
If not for
Chomsky , neg
understood-1p the-syntax
‘Had it not been for Chomsky, we would not have understood syntax.’

Feature Transfer of [uTense]

In this section, I look at C-T feature inheritance interaction in terms of [Tense], the formal
feature, proposed above, that indicates the syntactic dependency between C and v. I argued
above that this feature, like other features, resides in C, the phase head. If so, then we would
expect C to interact with T, its non-phase head, in terms of this feature. Interestingly, we will see
below that this feature manifests the three options of feature transfer proposed by Ouali (2008).
Let us briefly recall part of the data in this connection. We saw that [Tense] is carried by Crelated elements. For instance, [Tense] is carried by optative mood particles, such as kay, likay, li
and Hatta ‘in order to’ (realized on the verb as subjunctive), imperative particles, both positive li
and negative laa, conditional particles, (realized on the verb as jussive), the complementizer
anna and null C in declarative clauses (realized on the verb as indicative). These lexical items
are, arguably, merged somewhere in (the) C (domain). If so, then we end up with the following
structure, where C is specified for [Tense] and enters Agree with v.
(53)

KEEP [Tense]

CP
C
[uTense]

TP
T

vP
v
[vTense]

VP

As the representation in (22) demonstrates, C here manifests a case of KEEP with respect to the
feature [Tense]: [Tense] is not transferred to T.
Our point of departure above towards an analysis of verbal forms in Arabic was Al-Balushi’s
(2011: 126) statement that “(almost) all the VC-assigning [i.e., [Tense]-related] particles are
Comp elements”. And considering the different particles, we concluded that this statement
excludes, in particular, lam and lan. In this connection, I have proposed that these negatives are
actually ‘negative auxiliaries’, and therefore C-related. Being C-related they (should), in
principle, carry the feature [uTense].
However, lam and lan seem to be merged in T, since they encode temporal tense, i.e., past and
future respectively. It is at this point that feature transfer appears to come in handy. More
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precisely, I would like to argue that with regard to [Tense], C in negative auxiliary constructions
manifests DONATE: C DONATEs its [uTense] to T.

(54)

DONATE [Tense]

CP
C

DONATE
[uTense]

TP
vP

T
[uTense]
Agree

v
[vTense]

VP

Interestingly, we have a third scenario of how [Tense] is manifested. Consider, one more time,
the ‘li-an’ construction, which we discussed above. As the label indicates, this is a construction
where both li, the optative modal particle, and an, the traditional complementizer, analyzed here
as a T-element, co-occur. A characteristic property of these two lexical items is that they both
select for a subjunctive verbal form. Consider again the following pair.
(55)

a. atayt-u li
an
came-1s to
that/to
‘I came to (take) rest.’
b. atayt-u
li-astariih-a
came-1s to
that/to
‘I came to (take) rest.’

astariiH-a
1s.rest-subj

rest-subj

If we look at (55) carefully, we will realize that an in (55b) is superfluous, as it were. That is,
(55a), which has an an and (55b), which does not contain an, turn out to be syntactically and
semantically identical. Syntactically, (55b) gives us the same verbal form that (24a) does,
namely, subjunctive verbal form. Keeping in mind that li, as we independently know, is an
optative marker that selects for a subjunctive verbal form, I will claim that the subjunctive in
(24a) is selected for by li, rather than by an. Semantically, both (24a) and (24b) reveal an
optative, wish modal interpretation. Therefore, we can conclude that an in such a construction is
vacuous.
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I suggested above that this ‘vacuity’ of an is a piece of evidence for the existence of the
feature [Tense]. With regard to feature transfer, the li-an construction should be analyzed as a
case of SHARE, where C transfers its [uTense] feature to T, but it also keeps a copy for itself.
This is schematized below. If this analysis is on track, an in li-an construction is merely the
spell-out of the feature [uTense], transferred to T.

(56)

SHARE [Tense]
CP
C
[uTense]
SHARE
[uTense]

TP

Agree

8

vP

T
[uTense]

v
[vTense]

VP

A Minimalist inquiry

Before concluding this chapter, I would like to put forward an inquiry related to the particles we
discussed above. Notice that some lexical elements like iða can be used either as an adverb or as
a conditional. The problem extends further to wh-phrases that interact with the verb. The
difference, which, I hope, has been made explicit in the discussion above, is that as an adverbial,
iða does not interact with the verb (technically v); it is adjoined to where it appears. However, as
a conditional, iða does interact with v by selecting a particular verbal form. Hence, iða behaves
as an XP in the former case and as a head X0 in the latter. The question that arises at this point is:
How do we deal with iða (and similar elements for that matter)? Shall we postulate two iða’s in
the lexicon? Or just one?
The first possibility, i.e., having iða1, iða2,…. iðan is clearly non-minimalist. The other option,
namely, having only one entry, encounters the problem of how to derive the different ‘versions’
of each item. For instance, do we merge iða as an adverb and then move it to a head position, or
the other way around. An interesting line of thought here, particularly for jussivizing whelements, would be Donati’s (2006) head-movement to Spec.
9

Concluding remarks
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In this paper, I have argued for the following claims.
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

What Wright and his followers call mood markers are actually realizations of a syntactic
Agree relation between C and v in terms of [Tense], a purely formal feature that marks
the syntactic dependency between v and C, perhaps encoding Grimshaw’s ‘extended
projection’.
[Tense] is interpretrable, unvalued on C; uninterpretable, valued on v.
an is not simply a comlementizer. There are two types of an: a T-an & a C-an. The
subjunctivizing an is a T-an. Distinction between the two boils down to a first-merge
difference, along the lines proposed in Bayer (2012). Alternatively, the difference may be
reduced to the value of [Tense]. More precisely, if [Tense] is valued as ind, an is a C; if
valued as subj, it ends up as a T-an.
Non-jussivizin conditionals that do not select for the jussive verbal form have been
shown to fall into two types. Some items are actually not conditional elements: some are
adverbs such as kullama, and kayfa, while some others like amma are clasue/discourse
introducers. Those conditional elements that co-occur with the indicative, such as law and
iða in one sense, are explained in lexical terms. Specifically, one lexical property of these
elements is that they select for the indicative verbal form. In conditional contexts where
the verb appears in the past, it was suggested that this may be a case of jussive which is
phonologically unrealized, due to phonological reasons.

Ameen Alahdal
English and Foreign Languages University
Hyderabad
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